ABSTRACT Determining a consensus opinion on a product sold online is no longer easy, because assessments have become more and more numerous on the Internet. To address this problem, researchers have used various approaches, such as looking for feelings expressed in the documents and exploring the appearance and syntax of reviews. Aspect-based evaluation is the most important aspect of opinion mining, and researchers are becoming more interested in product aspect extraction; however, more complex algorithms are needed to address this issue precisely with large data sets. This paper introduces a method to extract and summarize product aspects and corresponding opinions from a large number of product reviews in a specific domain. We maximize the accuracy and usefulness of the review summaries by leveraging knowledge about product aspect extraction and providing both an appropriate level of detail and rich representation capabilities. The results show that the proposed system achieves F1-scores of 0.714 for camera reviews and 0.774 for laptop reviews.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of e-commerce, millions of customers can now share their opinions about many kinds of products in discussion groups, merchant sites, their personal blog, or a review website. As a result, the number of online product reviews available on the internet is increasing rapidly. Already, the number of available reviews makes it impractical for prospective customers to read them all and discern a consensus opinion about a product. Therefore, automated opinion detection and summarization systems have emerged to help people make an informed decision Opinion mining, also known as sentiment analysis, has grown out of this need. Sentiment analysis extracts valuable subjective information from the raw text of reviews. Opinion mining can be divided into three tasks: sentiment classification (document-level), subjective/objective identification (sentence-level), and aspect-based sentiment analysis (feature level). Sentiment classification is the most broadly researched topic; it classifies a review as positive or negative. Subjective/objective identification identifies subjective sentences that can include sentiments. However, both the document-level and sentence-level classifications are too coarse for most current applications because they cannot determine exactly what people liked. Summarizing the subjective information in customer reviews based on related aspects and sentiments is a more effective way to help customers efficiently digest the enormous amount of available information.
In this paper, we propose a system to extract product aspects and corresponding opinions from online product reviews. As our main contribution, we introduce a system that includes two stages-knowledge extraction and sentiment analysis. In the first stage, the system takes a twostep approach to extract syntactic knowledge and implied opinion-aspect relations using a set of natural language processing (NLP) tools. First, coarse knowledge from reviews is automatically obtained using dependency parser (DP), co-reference (CR), and named entity recognition (NER) tools. Second, additional opinion-aspect relations are inferred from aggregate statistics for the extracted coarse knowledge. In the second stage, the knowledge from the first stage is used to analyze new reviews and generate aspectbased summaries. No NLP systems are perfect, but this system improves the accuracy and usefulness of its review summaries by leveraging knowledge about product aspect extraction and providing both an appropriate level of detail and rich representation capabilities. Extensions of this work are described in the discussion session.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. TEXT SUMMARIZATION
Text summarization [1] - [4] focuses on identifying and extracting the main entities and facts from a raw text document. The extraction framework detects discrete portions of the text that are most representative of the document's content. Most existing experiments on text summarization focus on an individual document. Recently, researchers [5] have considered text summarization of multiple documents about related information. The summaries are generated by selecting sentences that address the most specific word associations within the documents. Those approaches rely on the strength of word associations in the set of documents to be summarized.
Our work, aspect-based summaries of customer reviews, is related to but different from ordinary text summarization in several ways. First, we do not summarize documents by picking or rewording a subset of the original sentences to obtain their main information, as in common text summarization. Instead, we identify and extract certain product aspects and the corresponding opinions about them from online reviews. Second, we do not focus on facts; we observe and extract subjective information and opinions based on facts. Third, a summary in our system is structured using opinion-aspect relationships, whereas most text summarization systems produce another unstructured text document.
B. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION AND SUBJECTIVE CLASSIFICATION
Sentiment analysis can be categorized into three subtasks: sentiment classification, subjective/objective identification, and aspect-based sentiment analysis. Sentiment classification, also known as document-level sentiment analysis, is the most broadly researched topic [6] - [10] . It classifies a review as conveying a positive or negative feeling. In this task, the whole document is considered as the elemental information unit. Researchers have shown that adjectives are good indicators of subjective and evaluative sentences [11] - [13] . Turney's group applied an unsupervised learning technique based on point-wise mutual information [14] , [15] , and Pang et al. used supervised machine learning methods (support vector machines (SVMs), naïve Bayes) to classify movie reviews [16] . Whitelaw et al. [7] applied WordNet to construct a lexicon. To automatically determine whether a term is indeed a marker of opinion content, Esuli and Sebastiani introduced SentiWordNet 1 as an enhanced lexical resource for sentiment analysis [17] , and Ohana and Tierney applied SentiWordNet to document-level sentiment classification [18] . Recently, SentiWordNet 3.0 was released, with better accuracy than previous versions [19] . SentiStrength determines sentiment strength from informal English documents using a new method to exploit the de facto grammar and spelling styles of cyberspace [20] . Several researchers have used a lexicon-based approach to extract sentiments 1 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it from text. A semantic orientation calculator performs the sentiment classification task using a dictionary of words tagged with their semantic orientations and incorporating intensification and negation [21] . Vo and Ock [22] proposed an unsupervised approach that classifies the polarity of a review with a combination of methods, including point-wise mutual information and SentiWordNet, and adjusts the phrase score in the case of modification. However, sentiment analysis at the document-level is too weak for most current applications.
The next level of sentiment analysis is subjective classification, which identifies subjective sentences. Sentence sentiment analysis usually includes two steps: identifying subjective sentences and classifying the opinions they express as positive or negative. Rilloff and Wiebe presented a bootstrapping approach that learns linguistic extraction patterns for sentiment expressions. A training set is automatically created by using a high-accuracy classifier to label a dataset, which is then taken as input by an extraction pattern-learning algorithm. The extracted patterns are then used to identify more and more subjective sentences. The pattern-learning algorithm learns many subjective patterns and progressively increases recall while retaining high precision [23] . Yu and Hatzivassiloglou [24] proposed several methods to identify sentence similarity, including the naïve Bayes classification. Mukund et al. used a modified SVM-based approach to distinguish subjective sentences from objective sentences [25] .
Our work builds upon those developments in aspect-based sentiment analysis.
C. ASPECT-BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Opinion mining is valuable at both the document and sentence levels, but it does not determine precisely what people liked and disliked. Thus, algorithms are needed to digest a massive amount of information and extract product aspects and their corresponding opinions. In this research, we focus on identifying and extracting the product features that reviewers mention in their reviews. We considered several potential approaches to meet our goal.
1) EXTRACTION BASED ON FREQUENT NOUNS
Liu et al. used a data mining method to generate featurebased customer reviews [26] , [27] . This algorithm detects explicit expressions (nouns and noun phrases) from a large review dataset. A part-of-speech tagger is applied to extract nouns and noun phrases. Their occurrence is calculated, and only frequently used ones are kept. This algorithm works because when reviewers comment on different features of a product, their words converge. The precision of this algorithm was improved in the Opine system [28] , which uses relaxation labeling to identify the opinion orientation of words in context; this method accurately identifies sentiment phrases and their corresponding polarities. Moghaddam et al. improved the frequency-based method by adding a filter to delete non-aspect nouns [29] . Zhu et al. [31] introduced a technique that uses the C-value measure from [30] to identify multi-word aspects. Long et al. [32] proposed an aspect extraction method based on frequency and information distance. Their system first identifies main feature words using the frequency-based method and then identifies other words related to the aspect using the information distance measure in [33] .
2) EXTRACTION USING TOPIC MODELING
Topic modeling is an unsupervised machine learning approach used to summarize documents by considering each document as a mixture of topics and each topic as a probability distribution. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [34] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) are the two main techniques used for topic modeling [35] . In the opinion mining field, researchers have proposed a joint model to represent both sentiment words and topics simultaneously, which is possible because every opinion has a target. Mei et al. introduced an aspect sentiment mixture model using pLSA and a positive and negative sentiment training dataset. However, some researchers proved that topic modeling is unsuitable for identifying aspects (e.g., [36] ). Later et al. introduced an approach that first identifies aspects using topic models and then detects opinion words by considering only adjectives [37] . In [10] , a semi-supervised joint model enables the user to customize some seed feature terms for specific topics to generate aspect distributions that meet a specific requirement.
3) EXTRACTION USING OPINION TARGET RELATIONS
Opinions usually have a related target, so they can be mined to identify the aspects that are their targets using sentiment words. This approach was applied in [26] and [27] to extract aspects. For example, in the opinion ''The software is amazing,'' ''amazing'' is an opinion word and ''software'' is the aspect. In [38] - [40] , a DP was used to identify such relations for aspect extraction. In [38] , Zhuang et al. proposed a dependency-based method for a movie review analysis application, and a double propagation method was proposed in [41] and [42] to iteratively exploit certain syntactic relationships between sentiment words and aspects.
4) EXTRACTION USING SUPERVISED LEARNING
Researchers have used many supervised learning approaches for subjective information extraction [43] - [45] . The most dominant approaches are based on sequential learning: hidden Markov models [46] and conditional random fields (CRFs) [47] . Yu et al. [48] introduced a supervised learning method called One-lass SVM [49] to identify aspects from the pros and cons of review format-2, as in [50] . The aspects are classified and ranked according to their frequency and their contributions to the overall rating of the reviews. Ghani et al. applied both semi-supervised learning and supervised learning for aspect identification [51] . Kovelamudi et al. introduced a supervised approach but also analyzed related data from Wikipedia [52] . Recently, Liu et al. introduced a supervised aspect identification method [53] . Their proposed system extracts aspects from various domains and retains the results as knowledge. The lifelong learning method clearly allows for better identification in a new domain than the original CRF. Recently, SemEval-2016 Task 5 released aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) [54] . In [55] , Toh and Su showed a twocomponent system: binary classifiers trained using a single layer feedforward network perform aspect category classification, and sequential labeling classifiers perform opinion target extraction. Meanwhile, Xenons et al. [56] introduced multiple ensembles based on SVMs for aspect category detection and a sequence labeling approach with CRFs for opinion target expression extraction.
Our task is related to but quite different from previous publications because we aim to build an automatic knowledge-based system by using NLP tools to extract coarse syntactic knowledge and infer opinion-aspect relationships from the statistics accumulated while obtaining the coarse knowledge. Our application will use opinion-aspect relationship knowledge, including product aspect inferences and sentiment extraction.
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Opinion mining at the document-level is the most widely used method for categorizing a whole-opinion review [14] , [16] . Sentence-level sentiment analysis focuses on finding subjective sentences. In fact, most research has shown a close relationship between sentence-and document-level sentiment analyses [12] , [14] , [16] , [57] . At both the document-level and the sentence-level, estimated opinion values are indirectly related to the topics (i.e., products or aspects of products) expressed in the text. They are useful, but they are too coarse for most applications because they do not identify the opinion targets. Without knowing what people liked and disliked, sentiment analysis is too narrow to be useful. In contrast, the aspect-based sentiment analyses found in recent surveys [10] , [58] - [62] use more information from the review. To allow for an appropriate level of depth, we here emphasize a specific subfield of aspect-level analysis: product aspect extraction based on knowledge representation gained from reviews. To achieve fine-grained product aspect extraction, we detect and extract a customer's opinion about the individual parts of a product. Opinion values on individual aspects affect the aggregate opinion about a product to varying degrees. Our work thus addresses the issues of feature-based summaries of product reviews. In this paper, we focus on how to extract product aspects using the knowledge gained from reviews. However, before going into the details of the task, we need to define the terminology of our system.
Opinion: An opinion is defined as a quintuple e j , a jk , so ijkl , h i , t l [10] , where e j is a target entity (product), a jk is an aspect of entity e j (product aspect), so ijkl is the sentiment score of the opinion held by opinion holder h i about aspect a jk of entity e j at time t l , h i is an opinion holder, and t l is the time when the opinion was expressed. For example, consider the camera review shown in Figure 1 . The opinion holders ''I'' and ''her'' comment on the aspects ''Canon G12 camera,'' ''picture quality,'' and ''battery life'' of the target entity ''Canon G12 G3'' using the sentiment values: ''simply-love'' for ''Canon G12 camera,'' ''amazing'' for ''picture quality,'' ''also-long'' for ''battery life,'' and ''however-too-heavy'' on ''Canon G12 Camera'' at time ''six months ago.'' We follow B. Liu's model [10] by focusing on opinion-aspect relation mining to extract product aspects and the related sentiments. The opinion holder and time are omitted because that information is not included in our dataset.
Aspect: An aspect is also known as a feature of the product that is the opinion target. The aspect can be one of these terms: a part of the given product, an attribute of the given product, or an attribute of a known aspect of the given product. A product can also be an aspect.
Opinion-Aspect Relationship: An opinion-aspect relationship denotes the relationship between a product aspect (opinion target) and a corresponding opinion.
Window: A window is the primary semantic unit, indicating terms and their relationships in a portion of a review. A window is made of a set of elements.
Element: An element is component of the window. An element is composed of an element key and an element value. Element Key: An element key is a binary relation identified from the parse tree by applying the DP tool. Table 1 lists the element keys used in our system. The whole set of relations is described in detail in the DP. 2 2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-dependencies.shtml Element Value: An element value consists of a term from the text being analyzed and its annotations, as tagged by DP, CR, and NER.
Window Projection: A window projection is part of a window that can be found with regularity in numerous windows. Window projections are used to retain a particular interest for a specific purpose. For example, the section of a window that contains only an amod (adjective modifier) dependency relation is particularly useful for analyzing the opinion-aspect relation. The overall experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 . It involves two main stages: knowledge extraction and sentiment analysis. The knowledge extraction stage collects broad knowledge and implied opinion-aspect relationships from the reviews. In the second stage, that extracted knowledge is used to analyze new reviews and create an aspect-based summary. These stages are described in detail in the following sections.
A. KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION FROM REVIEWS
Automatic knowledge extraction builds knowledge about opinion-aspect relationships. This section describes how they are captured from the raw text.
We focus on product reviews, which are highly focused on relevant information, such as opinions about a product. As discussed in the terminology, a product consists of a set of components and attributes called aspects. Moreover, the product itself is also an aspect. For example, a camera includes a set of components (e.g., screen, battery, lens), and a set of properties or attributes (e.g., image quality, options, weight). A screen also has its own set of attributes (e.g., screen quality, screen resolution, screen size). They are all product aspects about which opinions can be expressed. In this research, we paid close attention to the relationship between an opinion and its target. Normally, a reviewer provides opinions about specific targets, and those opinions can be expressed using a word, a part of a sentence, or a whole sentence in a review. To capture that sentiment information, we first formally define the model as a set of windows, i.e., W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n }, where n is the number of windows and w i = {s i1 , s i2 , . . . , s im } (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a window made of a set of m elements. We use s ij = k ij , v ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m), where k ij is an element key and v ij is an element value, to denote element s ij of window w i .
In the first stage, our method takes a set of reviews as input and produces opinion-aspect relationship knowledge as output. We developed the system using a set of NLP tools: DP, CR, 3 and NER. 4 The creation process consists of three main phases.
1. Preprocessing -This is the preparation step. 2. Window extraction -Product reviews are taken as input and annotated by DP, CR, and NER, which perform relation detection and tagging. Windows are then filled with dependency relations and associated annotations. The outcome of window extraction is a set of raw windows representing broad knowledge obtained from the review documents. 3. Window projection -Window projection is applied to retain a particular interest (e.g., opinion-aspect relationships). Thus, projections of interest are determined from the windows, and a frequency for each projection is calculated. This step generates aggregate statistics from the obtained windows to infer opinion-aspect relationship knowledge. The three steps of the opinion-aspect relationship knowledge creation process are illustrated in Figure 2 and presented in detail in the following sections.
1) PREPROCESSING
The system starts by reading a file that contains the reviews of customers adapted for use in the system. HTML tags and stop words are filtered. However, sentence structures are retained to extract the co-reference chains and opinion sequences. The aspect tags and sentiment labels are also stored in each document for evaluation.
2) WINDOW EXTRACTION
The important step in this process is the application of a set of NLP algorithms to identify the window elements for window extraction. First, a DP is applied to detect relationships between words within sentences to find opinion-aspect relation candidates. Second, CR is used to precisely identify the participating term or entity. Third, because opinion expressions in reviews are highly focused on a particular entity, NER is used to detect the types of terms on which a reviewer might comment. These processes increase the coverage of the window extraction when information is sparse. In addition, information gained by applying those NLP tools (DP, CR and NER) is then used in window elements to create intentional windows for specific purposes in the extensional parts of our system. For example, time, which is extracted by NER, is used to fill in the quintuple model of opinion. Syntactic feature annotations, such as degree, transitional, and negation words, can be used to adjust the sentiment values in the case of modifications and to detect the sequence of opinion in the whole document.
In this phase, the goal is to extract windows from the raw reviews. To extract the information of interest, window elements focus on expressed opinions. Each window includes a set of elements composed of element keys and element values. An element key is one of the binary relations listed in Table 1 . A complex parse tree is isolated into several windows because each window can be only two levels deep. Depth limitation is required for the following reasons. First, given our focus on product aspect extraction, separating a parse tree forces each window to concentrate on a specific portion of text that expresses an opinion. Second, by restricting a window to be a subtree of a large parse tree, the system reduces the potential parser error in each window. Third, because the subtree isolating process also splits the sequence of opinions in the document, it prevents information omission by adding information annotated by the DP, CR, and NER to the windows. Table 2 illustrates how NER and CR annotations are added to windows extracted from the parse tree in Figure 3 .
To fill the window elements, the input review is separated and dependency-parsed. Figure 3 illustrates the parse tree and graphical dependency representation for the example shown in Figure 1 . The phrase structure and dependency representation are the two main varieties of syntactic annotation. In general, the phrase structure representation contains clear constituent structures and is suitable for language representation. In contrast, dependency representations can be better for languages largely independent of word order. By using the dependency representation, our model represents all relations uniformly as typed dependency relations in triplicate. For example, the dependency representation of the sentence, ''The picture quality is amazing'' is root (ROOT-0, amazing-5), det (quality-3, The-1), nn (quality-3, picture-2), nsubject (amazing-5, quality-3), cop (amazing-5, is-4), punct (amazing-5, .-6). The dependency is a binary relationship known as a grammatical relationship held between a head and a dependent. Opinion expression normally includes both an opinion and its target. Therefore, by applying a DP, we attempt to capture the relationship between opinions and product aspects such as nsubject (amazing-5, quality-3). Degree words (simplylove, too-heavy), transitional words (also-long), and negation words (however-thinks) are also extracted in this phase.
The DP helps to confirm the relationship, but it cannot capture a chain of opinions by linking terms in the whole document because of sentence and subtree isolation. For example, ''it,'' which is used to avoid repetition in sentences, as in ''I bought a Canon G12 camera six months ago. I simply love it'' should be understood as the ''Canon G12 camera.'' In this case, ''Canon G12 camera'' is known as the antecedent or full form, and ''it'' is an anaphor or abbreviated form. They should be interpreted as co-referential. In addition, ''Canon'' is known as the name of a company, and ''Canon G12 camera'' is a product manufactured under the ''Canon'' brand. Therefore, we also use CR and NER in the system to obtain optimum performance. Table 3 and Figure 4 show how CR and NER are applied to a portion of the parser tree in Figure 3 . Because none of the NLP systems are perfect, the CR sometimes delivers imprecise results. For example, Chain 5 shows that ''it'' (in sentence 5) is an abbreviated form of ''The battery life.'' In fact, ''it'' should be understood as the ''Canon G12 camera.''
The output from window extraction is a massive set of windows signifying the broad knowledge obtained from the input review documents. These raw windows are taken as inputs for the knowledge induction step described next. 
3) KNOWLEDGE INDUCTION
Knowledge induction comes from the large number of collected windows. The intentional knowledge patterns are obtained by exploiting redundancy in the reviews. For example, we intend to determine the product aspects and reviewers' opinions of them. Thus, the system first needs to isolate and examine particular portions of each window. In this specific case, we pay attention to the adjective → noun phrase relationships by which the system can infer opinion → aspect relationships. We expect to find the {adjective-noun} window very frequently, providing multiple windows that contain only that relation. We also derive reviewer actions from the {personal pronoun, verb} window. This kind of observation is used in the extensional parts of our system to analyze the relationship between opinions and actions.
To do this kind of induction analysis, we specify a projection operation on a window, which we call window projection. A window projection is a subset of windows that contain nonempty elements for a given subset of all elements. For example, we specify an A-N (adjective-noun) window projection. When the A-N projection is applied to a window, the system retains only the adjective (A) and noun (N) elements and ignores the rest. Similarly, we can specify window projections such as A-N-RB, where RB is an adverb that appends additional information related to the A-N window projection. Continuing with the example in Figure 3 , we apply the A-N window projection to obtain a predominant noun that is a product aspect related to an adjective. The entailments rules were learned by using terminological axioms such as those in intentional windows. The PRP-VBD-PRP and PRP-VBD-NN patterns, which are shown in Table 4 , represent the same projections due to the application of CR and NER. This kind of projection can also be applied to tasks such as opinion and action mining. Window projections analyze windows along multiple dimensions and allow us to efficiently precompute and look up aggregate statistics.
Frequency and conditional probability are two valuable aggregate statistics that can be obtained from the window projection. The frequency of a window (or window element) can be computed as the number of other windows (elements) whose elements match with all the elements of a given window. The frequency statistic provides an evaluation of the popularity of patterns in a given set of elements. For example, a high frequency of {adjective-noun} windows could indicate that the noun is an aspect of the product being reviewed. However, the frequency value depends on the size of the dataset, as discussed below. The second aggregate statistic is the conditional probability of a specific window; it can be calculated from the probability of a specific set of patterns given a subset of element patterns or particular information. For example, the probability for {adjective, noun} windows in which the adjective = small is {0.8 for {small, camera}, 0.2 for {small-card}}, which indicates that the nouns modified by the adjective small are camera and card with the probability of 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Similarly, by calculating the probabilities for {adjective, noun} windows in which the noun = quality produces the result that the adjective before the noun will be high or light, with probabilities of 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.
B. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
At this stage, we present a potential application that can use opinion-aspect relationship knowledge, such as in a product aspect inference or sentiment extraction. The system takes a new product review as input and treats the review in the same way as in the first stage. However, instead of performing knowledge induction, the system performs opinion extraction. First, it dissects and performs a multidimensional analysis by applying the preprocessing and window extraction process steps. Second, it uses the opinion-aspect relation knowledge to extract opinions about product aspects using opinion words and modifiers such as degree, transitional, and negation words. Third, it combines those data to produce an aspect-based summary of the review.
1) PRODUCT ASPECT INFERENCE
This is most important task in our system. It extracts the product aspects to which the opinions refer. As shown in the section on window projections, the system dissects windows along different dimensions. We then use the aggregate statistics from across all the training reviews, our aspectopinion relationship knowledge, to determine candidate product aspects. Given a new review, the system can use already extracted knowledge to infer product aspects. For example, the aggregate statistics suggest that the most common noun phase in relation with an adjective is the product aspect. Therefore, the system can infer that in the sentence ''The picture quality is amazing,'' ''picture quality'' is the most likely aspect candidate. Similarly, from the sentence ''The battery life is also long,'' the system learns from a large amount of data that ''long'' is typically expressed in regard to the battery aspect and thus correctly infers ''battery life'' as a product aspect.
2) SENTIMENT DETECTION
As shown above, inferences about product aspects also indicate sentiment words expressed about those aspects. For example, in the sentence, ''The picture quality is amazing,'' ''amazing'' can be recognized as the opinion and ''picture quality'' as the target. Thus, the system simultaneously extracts both ''amazing'' and ''picture quality,'' then fills in the quintuple model of opinion. After that, SentiWordNet 5 is applied to automatically verify whether the extracted phrase is indeed a marker of sentiment content. Each synset in SentiWordNet receives three numerical values, Obj (objective), Pos (positive), and Neg (negative), that indicate the sentiment score for the terms it contains. Thus, our system determines the sentiment value of each extracted phrase using a sentiment score derived from SentiWordNet.
3) SYNTACTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION
When reviewers express an opinion about an aspect, they frequently use modifier words to alter the meaning of the opinion. In most cases, the modifier provides additional information about another word in the sentence. Consequently, we consider not only opinion words, but also their modifiers. Modifiers can include degree, negation, and transitional words. Degree words (e.g., very, quite, and too) add meaning to a word or phrase. For example, the expression ''It is too heavy for her,'' contains the modifier ''too,'' which is denoted by the advmod (too, heavy) relation. If ''heavy'' is moderately negative, and then ''too heavy'' indicates a strongly negative expression. Similarly, negation words (e.g., not, no, and never) invert the meaning of a word, phrase, or clause in a sentence. Figure 5 shows an example of how the system deals with the influence of modifiers by adjusting the opinion value. 5 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it 
4) IMPLICIT OPINION INFERENCE AND SEQUENCE OF OPINION
As discussed in the previous section, a review typically contains multiple opinions, which are called a sequence of opinions. Consider again the product review: ''I bought a Canon G12 camera six months ago. I simply love it. The picture quality is amazing. The battery life is also long. However, my wife thinks it is too heavy for her.'' The first sentence contains only a fact and offers no opinion. The remaining sentences all contain either implicit or explicit opinions. In some cases, the opinions are linked by transitional words (e.g., also, and, however), which are used to find sentiment in an implicit expression or correctly infer sentiment in a sequence of opinions. Figure 6 shows how the transitional words change the opinion polarity. Assume that ''picture quality is amazing'' is positive. The word ''also'' normally implies same-idea transitions; thus we can correctly infer that the ''battery life is long'' is positive. Similarly, the word ''however'', which begins the last sentence, suggests that the opinion that the camera is heavy has negative polarity. 
5) REVIEW SUMMARIZATION
As discussed in the terminology section, the opinion quintuple is designed to give some general information for an opinion summary. In this work, the opinion holder and time are omitted because that information is not included in our dataset. In our case, the summary is generated based on product aspects, so we call it the aspect-based sentiment analysis. Figure 7 illustrates this summary for the above single review. The summarization process can be applied to an individual review or a set of product reviews. Thus, we can achieve a summary of opinions in a structured manner by analyzing the opinions of a large number of customers.
IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. EVALUATION
In general, component-level and system-level metrics are commonly used to evaluate a knowledge-base system. Typically, a component-level evaluation measures the quality of the knowledge base independent of particular applications. A system-level evaluation can be derived from the component level information about an individual application. To evaluate the performance of our aspect extraction, we use a component-level metric to evaluate the correctness and coverage of the system. 
1) COVERAGE
A large number of sources is needed for a knowledge-based system. We used customer review data 6 and the SemEval-2016 Laptop Reviews-English 7 to test our new system and evaluate its performance. The customer review dataset contains annotated customer reviews of five products from amazon.com. They are labeled with respect to product aspect and opinion. The SemEval-2016 Laptop dataset was distributed in the context of SemEval-2016 and has annotated aspect categories and sentiment polarity labels at the text level. Table 5 summarizes the details of our experimental data. There were 961 sentences in the Camera domain and 808 sentences in the Laptop domain. The dataset contains fairly long reviews, with 11.44 sentences per review on average. Our system's coverage evaluation results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . The coverage experiment gave us an estimate 6 https://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#datasets 7 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/index.php?id=data-and-tools of the quality of the system; however the system's effects on a specific application are more important. Table 6 shows that the system used approximately 33% of the extracted relationships. Thus, many potential relationships could improve the performance of the system. Table 7 lists the most common aspects, opinions, and verbs. The Camera and Laptop domains share common aspects; however, each domain contains various aspects specific to each product. The extracted verbs are used to link sentiments and used in behavior models in extensional parts of our system. 
2) CORRECTNESS
In the camera domain, we used the Canon G3 dataset for training and the Nikon 4300 reviews for testing. In the laptop domain, we used 80% of the reviews in the SemEval-2016 Laptop dataset for training and the remaining 20% for testing. We used precision, recall, and F1-score as evaluation measures. As shown in Table 8 , we achieved satisfactory experimental results, with especially good results in the Laptop domain.
Aspect extraction was evaluated using camera reviews, and it showed an F1-score of 0.714. The evaluation of aspect extraction based on laptop reviews showed an F1-score of 0.774. A comparison between our results and those from related works is given in Table 9 . 
B. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 1) RESULT DISCUSSION
Liu et al. analyzed the same dataset for product aspect extraction using several methods and obtained the best performance using the lifelong learning CRF [53] . Table 9 shows the comparison between our experimental results and related works in the camera domain. Liu et al.'s lifelong learning method clearly allows for better identification in a new domain than the original CRF. Our experiment also showed that the Camera and Laptop domains share common aspects, such as a screen, battery, and settings. However, we focused on a specific domain, obtaining knowledge by performing aspect extraction on many reviews in an individual domain. Although internet reviews are dispersed in many forms and domains, the acquisition of specific knowledge from a domain or product series is valuable and profitable. For example, by collecting review datasets on the Samsung Galaxy S series (i.e., S5, S6, S7), we could automatically obtain the knowledge in those datasets and apply it in future problem solving for S8 review mining. This work would be profitable because of the many aspects shared across the product series. Table 10 shows the results of related work that shared subtasks for aspect-based sentiment analysis [54] . Using the same laptop dataset, those researchers performed the task of identification on the entity and attributes (subtask 1, slot 1). In their case, the entity and attributes were chosen from a predefined list, such as laptop, display, and general. They achieved satisfactory results, and the best performance was obtained using a binary classifier, which was trained using a single-layer feedforward network. Our system automatically obtains the product aspects from the reviews. We perform the broad task of raw aspect extraction; thus, we relabeled the dataset to fit our evaluation. Furthermore, the structured knowledge representation gained from reviews can be used for deeper inferences. We can exploit such group aspects by mining various words and phrases that aim to represent a single product aspect. For example, in our experiment we found that screen, display, and LCD all refer to the same aspect of the camera. Similarity, disk, HDD, and SSD refer to the same feature of a laptop. Thus, our system can leverage a large dataset to initialize a deeper knowledge from aspect extraction.
2) FACING PROBLEMS
Because reviews contain subjective and objective information, we must consider parser error, writing style, incomplete sentences, short text, grammatical errors, informal text, internet slang, emotions, comparisons, domain dependence, sarcastic statements, and other informalities. We improved the system to address those issues. First, by isolating each subtree, we focus on an immediate opinion expression about an aspect. Furthermore, by restricting each window to contain only a small subtree from a large parse tree, we can change a parser error in one window without removing information. The second area of improvement is adding information annotated by DP, CR, and NER. This provides extra information, including context, reference, and domain, that we use to improve aspect extraction and sentiment classification. Finally, we might be able to produce a better result by incorporating larger datasets. Although we applied a suite of NLP components in our system, aspect extraction remains a difficult task. We intend to gain inferential power by linking opinion and behavior models. In that new model, an opinion could be based on facts, but it is subjective and could also be based on feelings or judgments. Both facts and opinions are important parts of reviews. We aim to determine the effects of behavior on sentiment, extract the indicators of opinion, and analyze the sequence of opinion in the whole document. Because no NLP system is perfect, we aim to improve the accuracy of our NLP system by initializing an adequately deep knowledge of the product aspects.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses product-aspect-extraction-based knowledge in product reviews. We introduce a system that works in two main stages: knowledge extraction and sentiment analysis. First, the system automatically extracts broad syntactic knowledge and infers opinion-aspect relationships using the DP, CR, and NER NLP tools. The knowledge creation process isolates subtrees, extracts dependency relations, and detects additional annotations, such as co-reference chains, named entity annotations, and syntactic features. Second, that knowledge is used to analyze new reviews and generate a feature-based summary. Product aspect extraction was performed and achieved satisfactory experimental results, especially for the Laptop domain. This strategy could offer a new approach to product aspect extraction in large datasets and potentially be applied to challenging tasks such as implicit opinion inferences, sarcastic statements, and the opinionbehavior model.
